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Dear Mr. Eichener:I have found out some additional information about your request.  The rifle is a model 

91/38, not Fucile M 1938.  Based on Robert Frazier's testimony before the Warren Commission, he inferred 

that information from the Italian Armed Forces Intelligence Service (SIFAR) conatins an explanation about 1) 

the rebarreling of the weapon from 7.35 mm to 6.5 mm and/or 2) an explanation for the markings on the 

weapon.You may want to, for reference, check Warren Commission volume XXIV which contains the exhibits.  

On page 2, exhibit 1977, there is a memo dated March 17, 1964, in which a confidential overseas source 

provides information about the markings and numbers of shipments of model 91/38 rifles.Again, if I find any 

more information, such as if documents related to this issue are open/postponed, I will contact you.  I hope 

this information is helpful to you.Sincerely,Eileen A. SullivanTo:	"Eileen_Sullivan" @ jfk-arrb.gov @ 

Internetcc:	 (bcc: Eileen Sullivan/ARRB)From:	c96 @ oink.rhein.de @ Internet @ WORLDCOM   

Date:	12/05/96 05:52:51 PM CSTSubject:	JFK Ass. Records Act - How to Adress theLadies and 

Gentlemen:Please allow me to inquire about a specific piece of information.What I am curious about is a tidbit 

of information to whichFrazier in his testimony before the Warren Commission alluded.The Italian military 

intelligence service had given some informationabout the Fucile M 1938, but at that time it was classified 

as"secret". I suppose that 32 years and the evolution of militaryweaponry have made this classification 

obsolete (maybe it was already lifted before).Could someone tell me if this dossier is open already, or howa 

researcher would proceed to have it de-classified ?Sincerely,Alexander EichenerFriedrich-Ebert-Anlage 64D-

69117 HeidelbergGERMANYEmail: c96@oink.rhein.de 
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